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Abstract� We notice that some well�known homotopy operators due to Skoda et�
al� for the ���complex in the ball actually give the boundary values of the canonical
homotopy operators with respect to certain weighted Bergman metrics� We provide
explicit formulas even for the interior values of these operators� The construction is
based on a technique of representing a ���equation as a ��b�equation on the boundary
of the ball in a higher dimension� The kernel corresponding to the operator that
is canonical with respect to the Euclidean metric was previously found by Harvey
and Polking� Contrary to the Euclidean case� any form which is smooth up to the
boundary belongs to the domain of the corresponding operator ���� with respect to the
metrics we consider� We also discuss the corresponding ���operator and its canonical
solution operator�

Moreover� our homotopy operators satisfy a certain commutation rule with the
Lie derivative with respect to the vector �elds ����k� which makes it possible to
construct homotopy formulas even for the � ���operator�

�� Introduction�

Let D be the unit disc� For any � � ��

P�u�z� �
�

�

Z
D

��� j�j�����u���dm���

��� ��z����

is the orthogonal projection of L�
� � L����� j�j�����dm���� onto the subspace of

holomorphic functions� and the solution to ��u � f with minimal norm in L�
� is

provided by the formula

K�f�z� �
i

	�

Z
D

�
�� j�j�
�� ��z

��
f��� � d�

� � z
�

Both of these claims follow from the easily checked formula

����� K����u� � u� P�u�
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When � tends to zero� K�f tends to the usual Cauchy integral� which gives the
solution that has minimal norm in L� over the boundary�

The several variable situation is much more complicated� There is a similar
wellknown formula for the orthogonal holomorphic projection P� in the ball B in
C n �

P�u�z� �

�n� ��

�n
���

Z
B

��� j�j�����u���dm���

��� �� � z���n �

but there is no unique operator K� such that ����� holds since this equation just
determines the action of K� on ���closed ��� ���forms�

The simplest way to obtain an explicit solution to the ���equation in the ball is
by means of the Cauchy�Fantappie�Leray formula� With an appropriate choice of
the section �e�g� s��� z� � �� for j�j � �� one obtains the solution that is minimal in
L� over the boundary �but even in this simple construction the resulting operator
K can be chosen in a variety of ways�� For some important estimates however�
this solution is not adequate� The following well�known formula for �the complex
tangential part of� the boundary values of a solution to ��u � f for ���closed f
�� � i� ��j�j�� �k � �k	k� and 
 � i�j�j� � ��j�j���

���	�

Kb
�f�z� �

n��X
q��


��� n� q � ��

�	��n
���Z
j�j��

��� j�j�����f��� � iq���z � d� � �d�z � d��q
��� �� � z�����n�q��� � � �z�q��

� ���� j�j���n���q � 
 � �n�q��
�
�

was found by Skoda� �Sk�� for � � �� The general case� � � �� follows for instance
from Example � iii� in �BeAn�� for integer values of �� see also �Be�� This operator
satis�es the homotopy relation

����� ��bK
b
� �Kb

�
�� � I � P��

interpreted in the sense of complex tangential boundary values� and therefore in
particular� Kb

�f is the boundary values of the minimal solution to ��u � f if f is a
���closed ��� ���form� The limit case � � � corresponds to L���B ��

In �Ch�� Charpentier found formulas for the values in the interior of the solution
�for ������forms� in the ball that are minimal in L�

� for any � � �� However�
the boundary values of these formulas do not coincide with ���	� for an arbitrary
non�closed f �

In view of the L��theory for the �� and ���Neumann equation developed by H�or�
mander� Kohn et� al� in the �����s� the question arose to �nd an explicit expression
for the operator K acting on forms f � giving the minimal solution when f is ���
closed� and vanishing if f is orthogonal� with respect to the Euclidean metric� to
the ���closed forms� This was accomplished by Harvey and Polking in �HaPo� and
by Range in �Ra��
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In this paper we �rst de�ne weighted Bergman norms� see ����� below� such that
���	� gives the boundary values of the corresponding canonical homotopy operator�
Expressed in these inner products

Kb
�f�z� � �f� kb���� z���

where the kernel kb���� z� has the simple expression

����� kb���� z� �
n��X
q��


��� n� q � ��


�n� ��

�z � d� � �d�z � d��q
��� �� � z�����n�q��� � � �z�q�� �

Since ��k
b
���� z� � � it follows that Kb

�f � � if f is orthogonal to Ker ��� Moreover�
if ��f � � and u is the minimal solution to ��u � f � i�e� the one that is orthogonal
to Ker ��� then by ����� �and assuming for the moment that u is smooth��

Kb
�f � Kb

�
��u � u� ��bK

b
�u � u�

and therefore Kb
�f provides the complex tangential part of the boundary values of

the minimal solution u� Thus Kb
�f is the complex tangential part of the boundary

values of the canonical homotopy operator K�� i�e� the one that satis�es ������
vanishes on forms orthogonal to Ker �� and gives the minimal solution when f is
���closed� In x� we give explicit formulas even for the interior values of K�f � They
can be expressed as rational functions in the quantities �� j�j�� � � jzj�� � � �� � z
and some simple forms�

It turns out that these norms have some other nice features� The limit when �
tends to � is the natural norm of complex tangential forms on the boundary� If f
is smooth up to the boundary and f � f� � f� is its orthogonal decomposition in
a ���closed form and a form that is orthogonal to the ���closed forms� then both f�
and f� are smooth� Moreover� for any � � �� all ��� q��forms that are smooth up
to the boundary belong to the domain of the Hilbert space adjoint ���� of ��� This
fact makes it easy to formulate the corresponding ���Neumann equation ���u � f �
In the limit case �� � one gets the well�known ��b�equation� We also discuss the
canonical solution operators for these equations�

Furthermore ���� satis�es a certain commutation rule with the vector �eld �	��k�
acting on forms as a Lie derivative� which makes it possible to �nd homotopy
formulas for � ��� Consider the equation ���u � � in B � where � is a closed �q� q��
form� The most naive attempt to solve this equation consists in �rst taking some
solution w to ��w � � and then trying to solve �u � w� In general this breaks down
as w is not necessarily ��closed� However� we will prove that

����� �K�f	�zj � K�����f	��j��

Therefore �letting K� just act on the barred part of �� w � K�� actually is �
closed if d� � �� and thus �K�K�� is a solution to � ��� �The equation ����� is
quite elementary when f is a ���closed ������form� see the proof of Corollary 	����
Actually we obtain a sort of homotopy formulas for the � ���complex� We further
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indicate that these solution operators for � �� admit some expected estimates� but
leave further investigation to another occasion�

The disposition is as follows� In x� we introduce the weighted Bergman norms
and state some basic results about canonical operators for the ���complex and for
the corresponding ���Neumann equation�s�� In x	 we compute an expression for �����
The main result is Theorem 	��� from which the above�mentioned result about the
domain of ���� follows� Moreover� it implies the the proposed commutation rule with
�	�zj�

The formulas for K� are derived by a technique of representing a ���equation
as a ��b�equation in a higher dimensional ball� In x� we study the ��b�complex and
canonical formulas for ��b and ��b� The technique of going up and down in the
dimension is exploited in x�� It leads to a proof of the regularity result Theorem
��� and to a method to compute explicit formulas for the operators K�� These
computations are carried out in x� and we also compare these formulas to some
previously known homotopy formulas� In x� we brie�y discuss the corresponding
operator ����

Finally� in x� we present the idea to get homotopy formulas for � �� and indicate
some estimates�
Acknowledgements� We are grateful to J�orgen Boo who has pointed out some
errors in an earlier version� and suggested some improvements�

Part of this work was done while the second author was visiting the Math�
Department in G�oteborg� He wants to express his heartfelt gratitude to the institute
for its invitation and to its members for their hospitality�

�� Weighted Bergman norms and some basic results�
The simplest norm of a ��� q��form f �

P� fId�z
I in the ball B in C n is the

Euclidean norm

jf j� � hf� fi �
�X
jfI j��

if we adopt the convention that d��k has Euclidean norm one rather than
p
	� This

corresponds to the metric form � � i� ��j�j�� and thus �n � �n	n� � 	ndm� where
dm denotes Lebesgue measure� However� this norm does not re�ect the wellknown
fact that the ���operator near the boundary of a strictly pseudoconvex domain
behaves di�erently in the normal and complex tangential directions� However the
norm

kfk� � hhf� fii � ��� j�j�� hf� fi� �
��j�j� � f� ��j�j� � f

�
in fact does� Expressed in this norm for example the well�known Henkin�Skoda
theorem says that there is a solution to ��u � f whose complex tangential part ujb
on the boundary is in L���B � if ��	

p
�� j�j��kfk is in L��B �� We claim that

kfk� � jf j� � jLf j�
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if

L �
X
j

��j
�

���j
q�

where q denotes inner multiplication of vectors on forms� In fact� if Tg � ��j�j�� g�
then hLf� gi � hf� Tgi� and since inner multiplication is an anti�derivation and
L��j�j� � j�j� we have that LT � TL � j�j�I and now the claim follows� In
particular� this new norm coincides with the Euclidean norm on functions� Let

����� kfk�� � �f� f�� �

�n� ��

�n
���

Z
B

��� j�j�����kfk�dm�

When �� � we get

kfk�b � �f� f�b �
�n� ���

	�n

Z
�B

�
��j�j� � f� ��j�j� � f

�
d��

which is the usual normalized norm of the complex tangential part f jb of f on �B �

Moreover� if f is a ��� q��form� � an integer and �f denotes the corresponding form
in the ball in C

n�� that is independent of the � last variables� then the norm kfk�
is equal to the tangential norm of �f jb� see x�� In particular� the function � has norm
��

Let

 � i� �� log

�
�

�� j�j�
�

�
�

�� j�j� �



��� j�j���

be the Bergman metric form and let jf jB be the corresponding pointwise norm of
forms� so that

jf j�Bn	n� � �iq �f � f � n�q	�n� q��

�the sign is such that the norm is non�negative�� Then one can verify that

���	� kfk�� � cn���q

Z
B

��� j�j����n�qjf j�Bn	n��

and therefore the k k��norm corresponds to the L��norm with respect to the
Bergman metric on the manifold B and the metric �� � j�j����n�q on the �ber
�on the trivial line bundle over B �� Thus from this point of view� for a �xed �� the
�ber metric varies with q�

Let E��q denote the space of ��� q��forms in B that are smooth up to the boundary

and let H��q � Ker �� � E��q and H��
��q be the orthogonal complement of H��q in E��q

with respect to � � ��� In particular� H��� is just the space of holomorphic functions
that are smooth up to the boundary� We will also use the notation E �

P E��q�
H �

PH��q etc� Let ���� denote the formal adjoint of �� with respect to the inner
product � � ��� Contrary to the Euclidean case we have
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Proposition ���� Let � � �� For any forms �� � � E� the formal adjoint ����
maps E����� � E��� and we have

����� ������� ��� � ��� ������

In particular� any � � E is in the domain of the Hilbert space adjoint of ���

This proposition is proved in x	�
Let

��� � �� ���� � ����
��� E��� � E���

be the corresponding ���Neumann operator�

Theorem ���� Let � � �� The kernel of ��� is H���� The kernel of ���� is H��

for q � �� and its image is H�� � We have the orthogonal decompositions

E��q � H��q �H�
��q �

��E��q�� � ����E��q�� � ���E��q�

for � 	 q 	 n and

E��� � H��� �H��
��� � H��� � ����E��� � H��� � ���E����

This theorem is proved in x�� In particular� as in the Euclidean case� any smooth
form f can be decomposed as f � f� � f� where ��f� � � and f� � H�� � We can
now de�ne the canonical homotopy operators for ���

De�nition� For a �xed � � �� K� � E����� � E��� is the operator which vanishes
on H�� and provides the minimal solution �with respect to k k�� to ��u � f when
applied to a ���closed form�

We claim that K� and P� satisfy the homotopy relation

����� ��K� �K�
�� � I � P��

if P� � E��� � H��� is the orthogonal projection of functions onto the subspace of
holomorphic ones� If Kq

� denotes the restriction of K� to E��q��� ����� thus means
that

K�
�
��f � f � P�f

for functions f � and
��Kq

�f �Kq��
�

��f � f

for ��� q � ���forms f �

In fact� if ���closed �� the equation ����� simply says that � � P�� if � is a
function and ��K�� � � if � is a form of higher degree� Both these cases are true
by de�nition� If � � H�� � then ����� states that K�

��� � � which is also true since
in that case � is the minimal solution to ��u � ����

Notice that
��Kq

� � E��q�� �H��q��

is the orthogonal projection� and thus ��K� is self�adjoint�
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It follows from Theorem ��	 that there is also an operator

E� � E��� � E���

that provides the unique solution to the ����equation for q � �� vanishes on H���

and gives the minimal solution� i�e� the one in H��
��� � when applied to a function in

H��
��� � It also follows that the adjoint K�

� of K� maps E � E � more precisely� K�
�

vanishes on H and K�
�� is the solution to ����u � � if � � H�� � It is easy to verify

that

����� ���E� � E�
��� � I � P�

and

����� E�
� � E�� ��E� � E�

��� ����E� � E�
�����

�However� ����� and ����� do not determine E� completely� since if E� satis�es

these two then e�g� also �E� � E� � P� will do�� The interrelation between E� and
K� is provided by

Proposition ���� If E� and K� are the canonical homotopy operators for �� and
���� then

����� E� � K�K
�
� �K�

�K��

and

����� K� � ����E��

Proof� To prove ����� it is enough to verify that ���E� � I � P� and that E� is
orthogonal to H��� and vanishes also on H���� This last requirement is obvious from
the de�nition of K� as E� � K�K

�
� on functions� By the de�nition of K� and �����

we have that

����K� � �� K�
���� � �� K�

�
���� � ��K�� ��K�

�� � ���

Thus
���E� � �� ����K

�
�K� � ����

��K�K
�
� � ��K�

��K� � ����K
�
�
����K

�
� �

� ��K� � ����K
�
� � ��K� �K�

�� � I � P�

as desired�

It is readily veri�ed that ����E� satis�es the de�ning properties of K� so that
����� holds� but it can can also easily be obtained from ������ Namely�

����E� � ����K
�
�K� � K�

��K� � K��

�
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Remarks� There are analogues of Theorem ��	 and Proposition ��� for the boundary
operator ��b which we describe in x�� There are also analogues for the Euclidean
metric� Proposition ��� is as simple as in our case and it is e�g� used in �Ra�� The
analogue of Theorem ��	 were �rst proved by Kohn� see �FoKo�� However� the
formulation is more involved since E is not contained in the domains of ���� and ����

One could also consider the homotopy operators T� for �� that are canonical with
respect to the weighted Bergman norms

kfk���B �

Z
B

��� j�j��n��jf j�Bn	n��

for � � �� Because of ���	� it follows that for ��� q��forms f �

T�f � K��q��
��K��qf�

and so they can be expressed in terms of the operators K�� �

�� A formula for �����
In this section we compute an expression for the formal adjoint ���� of �� with

respect to the inner product � � ��� Thus we look for the operator such that
�����f� g�� � �f� ��g�� for compactly supported forms f and g of degrees ��� q � ��
and ��� q� respectively� For forms f and g let f xg denote inner multiplication with
respect to the Euclidean metric� i�e� hf xg� �i � hg� �f � �i for all forms �� Then we
have that L � �j�j� x� The formal adjoint of �� on ��� q��forms with respect to the
Euclidean metric is

� � �
X
j

�

��k

�

���k
q � �i� x��

i�e�
R h�f� gi � R �

f� ��g
�
� We can now state the main result of this section�

Theorem ���� If f is a ��� q��form then

����f � �f � L �L�f � ��� n� q�Lf�

Corollary ���� If �	��j acts as a Lie derivative on forms� then

��	��j���
�
� � �������	��j�

Proof� To begin with� �	��j commutes with � and L� Since �L� is the Lie derivative
with respect to the vector �eld

P
�j��	��j�� we have that

��	��j� �L� � �L���	��j� � �	��j�

The corollary then follows from Theorem 	��� �
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Corollary ���� For � � �� let K� and P� be the operators de�ned in Section ��
Then

�	��� �P�f	�zj � P�����f	��j��

for functions f � E��� and

�	�	� �K�f	�zj � K�����f	��j��

for forms f � E����
Proof� To begin with we claim that �v	��j is orthogonal to the holomorphic func�
tions with respect to dm��� � ��� j�j���dm if v is orthogonal to the holomorphic
functions with respect to dm�� In fact� for holomorphic h�Z

��� j�j��� �v

��j
�h � �

Z
��� j�j�����v��j�h � �

by the assumption on v� Since �	��j commutes with ��� this means that if v � K�f
is the minimal solution to ��u � f with respect to dm� then �v	��j is the minimal
solution to ��u � �f	��j with respect to dm���� Thus �	�	� holds for ���closed
������forms f � Now �	��� follows since P�f � f �K�

��f �

We are now going to prove �	�	� for an arbitrary form f � E��q� In view of

Theorem ��	 we may assume that either f � H��
��q or f � H��q� If f � H��

��q then
����f � � and due to Corollary 	�	 it follows that �������f	��j � �� Thus� �f	��j �
H����
��q � Because of the de�nition of K hence K�f � � � K�����f	��j�� Now let

us consider f � H��q� Since �	��j commutes with ��� ����K�f	��j� � �f	��j and
therefore �K�f	��j is a solution to the equation ��w � �f	��j� Finally we must

ensure that it is the minimal solution� i�e� �K�f	��j � H����
��q��� However� this is

equalivalent to �������K�f	��j � �� which in turn follows from Corollary 	�	� �

The formula �	��� is well known� see e�g� �Br��

Proof of Proposition ���� To begin with� one notes that ����� holds for all complex
� with Re� � �� In view of Theorem 	�� the general case follows by analytic
continuation� �

If we try the same trick in the Euclidean case� since the Euclidean adjoint with
respect to the weight ��� j�j����� is

�� �� �

�� j�j�L�

we get the familiar relationZ
B

�
g� ��f

�
�

Z
B

�gf �

Z
�B

hLg� fi

when �� �� This shows that g must satisfy the extra boundary condition Lgj�B �
�� in order to belong to the domain of the Euclidean L��adjoint of ���
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Proof of Theorem ���� If we for the moment forget about the normalizing constant
in ������ we can de�ne the formal adjoint ���� for any real �or complex� �� If ����
denotes the formal adjoint with respect to the Bergman metric � then it follows
from formula ���	� that

�	��� ��� j�j�������n�q� � �����

However� as  is a K�ahler metric one has that ���� � �i� x�� �� �see e�g� �GrHa���
which is simply �i x�� on ��� q� forms� where x� denotes inner multiplication
with respect to � We want to express  x� in terms of the Euclidean metric ��
To this end we choose an ON�basis e�� � � � � en with respect to � for the space of
��� ���forms� such that j�jen � �j�j�� Then � � i

Pn
� ek � �ek and

 �
i
Pn

� ek � �ek
�� j�j� �

j�j�ien � �en
��� j�j��� �

i
Pn��

� ek � �ek
�� j�j� �

ien � �en
��� j�j��� �

Thus� if fk � ek	�� � j�j����� for k � n and fn � en	��� j�j�� then f�� � � � � fn is
an ON�basis with respect to � Since fk x�

�fj � �jk it follows that ek x��ej vanishes
for j 
� k� equals ��� j�j�� for j � k � n and ��� j�j��� if j � k � n� Hence

 x� � ���j�j��i
n��X
�

ek��ek x����j�j���ien��en x � ���j�j�� �� x� i�j�j� � ��j�j� x
�
�

Thus ���� � �� � j�j�� ��� �j�j� � ��j�j� x�
�
and as ��j�j� � ��j�j� x � �j�j� x��j�j� x

the theorem follows from �	��� in the case � � ��n� q�� Since

����
�
��� j�j��f� � ��� j�j������f � �j�j� x�f

and en x� � ��� j�j���en x� the general case follows �keeping �	��� in mind�

����f � ��� j�j������n�q� �����n�q�
�
��� j�j����n�qf� �

�

�� The boundary complex and canonical operators on �B �
For any ��� q��form F over �B we denote its restriction to the complex tangen�

tial vectors by f � F jb and we refer to it as a tangential ��� q��form� Thus f is
determined by ��j�j� � F over �B and f is smooth if and only if ��j�j� � F is� The
space of smooth tangential ��� q��forms over �B is denoted by Eb��q� and Ob denotes
the space of smooth functions on �B which have holomorphic extensions to B � The
natural inner product is

����� ��� ��b �
�n� ���

	�n

Z
�B

�
��j�j� � �� ��j�j� � �

�
d��
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De�ne ��b � Eb��q � Eb��q�� by ��bu � f if f � ��U jb and U is any smooth extension of

u to �D� Weakly it can be formulated asZ
�B

u � ��� �

Z
�B

f � �� � � En�n�q��� �D��

for q 	 n� 	� This gives rise to the boundary complex

�� Ob � Eb��� � Eb��� � ���� Eb��n�� � ��

Since we noticed already in x� that ����� is the limit of the inner product � � ��
when � tends to �� it follows from Theorem 	�� that

���	� ���b f � �f � L �L�f � �n� q�Lf�

for ��� q��forms f � It is well known that the orthogonal projection P of functions
onto �boundary values of� holomorphic ones� the Szeg�o projection� preserves reg�
ularity �this follows easily from its explicit expression� see below� and hence maps
Eb��� � Ob�

Let us now consider tangential ��� n� ���forms� If

� �
nX

j��

����j���j cd�j�
then

�
��j�j� � ��� ��j�j� � ��

�
� � and so any f � Eb��n�� is f � F �� for a unique function

function F on �B and �
��j�j� � f� ��j�j� � g

�
� F �G�

Since L�� � � it follows from ���	� that ���b f � � if and only if ��b �F � �� Let �Ob

be the subspace consisting of all f of this kind� It is clearly a closed subspace and

we let S denote the orthogonal projection of L��b
��n�� onto �Ob� For q � n � � the

subspace of Eb��q consisting of ��b�closed forms will be denoted by Hb
��q� Let

��b � ��b ��
�
b � ���b

��b�

Theorem ���� The kernel of ���b is Hb��� q � �� and the kernel of ��b is Ob��Ob�
There are smooth orthogonal decompositions

Eb��q � Hb
��q �Hb��

��q � ��bEb����q�� � ���b Eb��q�� � ��bEb��q�

for � 	 q 	 n� 	�

Eb��� � Ob �Ob�� � Ob � ���b Eb��� � Ob � ��bEb���
and

Eb��n�� � ��bEb��n�� � �Ob � ��bEb��n�� � �Ob�
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This theorem is well�known� see �FoKo�� in the case of the ball it is quite simple
and follows from the considerations about the integral formulas below� We now
de�ne

Kq � Eb��q�� � Eb��q
as zero on Hb��

��q and as the unique operator Hb
��q�� � Hb��

��q that inverts ��b� for

q 	 n� 	 whereas Kn�� is the one that vanishes on �Ob and supply the minimal

solution when applied to f � �Ob
�
� One easily veri�es that

����� ��bK �K ��b � I � P � S

if K �
P

Kq� Thus ��bK is the orthogonal projection ��bK � Eb��q � Hb
��q� The

canonical fundamental solution to ��b is the operator E � E��� � E��� such that Ef
is the unique solution to ��bu � f if f � Eb��q� � 	 q 	 n� 	� the minimal solution

if f � Ob�� or in �Ob
�

and zero if f � Ob and f � �Ob
�
� We have the relations

E ��b � ��bE � I � P � S� E� � E

and
��bE � E ��b� ���bE � E ���b �

An explicit expression for E is found in �DaHa�� Analogously to Proposition ���
one can verify that

����� E � KK� �K�K and K � ���bE�

We are now going to consider explicit expressions for these operators� We will
use the convention that the kernel k��� z� corresponds to the operator

Kf�z� � �f� k��� z��b�
where the inner product is computed after moving all di�erentials of z to the right�

Proposition ���� The canonical operator K is given by Kf�z� � �f� k��� z��b
where

k��� z� �
n��X
q��

kq��� z� �
n��X
q��

�n� q � 	��

�n� ���

� � ��	��� q��� � d� � �z � d� � �d�z � d��q�
��� �� � z�n�q����� � � �z�q�� �

Moreover� Pf and Sf are given by the kernels

p��� z� �
�

��� �� � z�n and s��� z� �
��z� � ����

��� � � �z�n �

in the sense that Pf�z� and Sf�z� are the the boundary values of the holomorphic

function �f� p��� z��b and the anti�holomorphic form �f� s��� z��b� respectively�
Proof� Notice that kq��� z� is equivalent to

kq��� z� �
�n� q � 	��

�n� ���

�z � d� � �d�z � d��q
��� �� � z�n�q����� � � �z�q��
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as a tangential form� If K� P and S are de�ned as in the proposition� then the
homotopy formula ����� holds� see �He	� or �Sk�� �this also follows from ����� when

� � �� noting that a tangential ��� n � ���form f is in �O�
if and only if it has

a ���closed extension to B �� It is equally well�known �and obvious from the self�
adjointness� that P � and hence S� are the orthogonal projections�

Now assume that q � � and let Hqf � �f� hq�b where

hq��� z� �
�n� q � 	��

�n� ���q

�d�z � d��q
��� �� � z�n�q����� � � �z�q �

To begin with� H preserves regularity� In fact� any integral of the form

Tu�z� �

Z
�B

w�z� ��d����

��� �� � z�n�q����� � � �z�q �

where w is smooth� has smooth boundary values� If q � � it occurs a logarithm
but the same argument works anyway�

Since ��b��h��� z� � k��� z� it follows that K � H ���b and hence also K �and K��
preserves regularity� �it is well�known that P and S do�� It is clear that H is self�

adjoint since h��� z� � ����qh�z� �� and hence K is the canonical operator� since
K � H ���b vanishes on Hb�� and ��bK � ��H ���b is self�adjoint� Thus Proposition ��	
is proved� �

In the same way the operator K� � ��bH preserves regularity� and by �����
therefore E does� and hence Theorem ��� follows�

Using ����� we get

Proposition ���� The operator E is given by a kernel e��� z� such that

e��� z� � O
�

�

j�� �� � zjn��
�
�

A more explicit formula for e��� z� is computed in �DaHa��

Proof� Let eq��� z� be the kernel for the restriction of E to Eb��q� Since kq��� z� �
O�j� � zj	j� � zjn�� k��� z� and k���� z� are integrable� and hence it follows from
����� and Fubini�s theorem that

eq��� z� � �kq��� ��� kq��� z��b � �kq���z� ��� kq����� ���b�
Thus

eq��� z� �

Z
jwj��

O
�

�

j�� �� � wjn����j�� �w � zjn����
�
�

and the proposed estimate then follows in a standard way �see e�g� Lemma ��	 in
�AnCa���

�
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�� Going up and down in dimension� canonical operators in the ball�
In this section we exploit the technique of going up and down in the dimension�

We have de�ned our norm � � �� for an integer � so that it is the projection of

the boundary norm of the ball in �B in C
n�� �see formula ���	� below�� Our basic

idea is to use this fact to obtain results and expressions for the interior values
of the kernel for the operator K� in B from the corresponding one on ��B � This
kind of technique has been used many times before in the case of functions� see for
instance� �Am�� �An	�� �Be�� �Br�� �Ru� and others� We extend this technique to the
case of higher degree forms� It turns out that it actually is enough to go up just
one dimension� and this makes it possible to get results for non�integer values of
� as well� Therefore� our �rst result is restricted to the case when �B is the ball in
C n�� � The crucial point is part c�� which is less obvious than it might look like at
�rst sight�

Let B denote the ball in C
n and �B the ball in C

n�� and let �z� w� be coordinates

in C n � C � If f�z� is a form in B then �f�z� w� � f�z� is a form in �B � Moreover�

as before �f jb denotes its restriction to the complex tangent space over ��B � We say

that the tangential form � over ��B is invariant if it is rotation invariant in the last
variable� i�e� if ��� � � for all ��z� w� � �z� ei	w��

Proposition ��� 	Going up one dimension
� Let � � ��

a� For any forms g� f in B � f � g if and only if �f jb � �gjb on ��B �

b� For any forms g� f in B �

�f� g�� � � �f� �g�����

c� If f � E��q�B �� then �f jb is a smooth invariant form on ��B � Conversely� to any

smooth invariant ��� q��form on ��B there is a unique form f � E��q�B � such that
�f jb � ��

d� For any f � E��q�B �� ���f��� �� �f and ��u � f if and only if ��b�ujb � �f jb�
e� For any f � E��q�B �� �����f��� ������

�f and � ���f��� �����
�f �

f� If f � f� � f� is the smooth orthogonal decomposition of f � E��q in B with

respect to � � �� then �f � �f� � �f� is the orthogonal decomposition of �f in �B with
respect to � � �����

g� Any invariant ��� n��form � on ��B is orthogonal to Ker ���b � so ��bu � f is
solvable�

Remark� Parts c� and d� together mean that one can solve ��u � f in B by taking an

invariant solution to ��b� � �f jb on ��B and then �nd the unique u such that �ujb � ��
If � is smooth then u is smooth up to the boundary� but as it will be clear from
the proof� in general one loses one half unit of regularity on the  complex normal!
component of u� For instance� if � is bounded� then u � u� � ��jzj� � u�	

p
�� jzj�

where uj are bounded�
Proposition ��� will be proved without any reference to the regularity result

Theorem ��	 except for part f�� However� this part will not be used in the proof of
Theorem ��	� In the case of functions we already know that the decomposition is
smooth since the projection P� preserves regularity� �
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Proof�
a� �f jb � � if and only if � ��jzj� � ��jwj�� � f�z� � � for jzj� � jwj� � � and this is

true if and only if f�z� � � for jzj � ��

b� Since

��� jzj� � jwj��
D
�f� �g

E
�
D
���jzj� � jwj�� � �f� ���jzj� � jwj�� � �g

E
�

� ��� jzj�� hf� gi� �
��jzj� � f� ��jzj� � g

� �
�

the desired equality is obtained by integrating the expression for � �f� �g���� in the
last variable w�

c� Since �� �f � �f � we have that �� �f jb � �f jb and since �f is smooth up to the

boundary of �B if f is smooth up to the boundary of B � the �rst half of c� follows�
Assume therefore that � is smooth and invariant� Let " denote some smooth
��� q��form on ��B that represents �� Then there are forms a and b such that

" � wd �w � a�z� w� � b�z� w��

where a and b are forms with no di�erential d �w� The invariance condition means
that a�z� eitw� � a�z� w� and b�z� eitw� � b�z� w�� Thus actually a�z� w� � a�z� and
b�z� w� � b�z�� Moreover� wd �w � �P zjd�zj as tangential forms so

f�z� � �
X

zjd�zj � a�z� � b�z�

is the desired form in B such that �f jb � �� The uniqueness follows from part a�� It
remains to see that actually f is smooth if � is� If aI�z� is any of the coe#cients

in the form a�z� then we know that the function waI�z� is smooth on ��B and we
want to prove that aI is smooth up to the boundary of B � For simplicity we assume
that n � � and aI � a� The possible problem is when w is near �� Here �w� t� �
�eit

p
�� jwj�� w� are coordinates on ��B and so �w� t� � wa�eit

p
�� jwj�� is a C��

function� In particular for real x� �x� t� � xa�eit
p
�� x�� is smooth and odd in x�

Therefore there is a smooth function u such that xa�eit
p
�� x�� � xu�x�� t�� Thus

a�reit� � u��� r�� t� and hence it is smooth up to the boundary�

d� The �rst claim is obvious� Since �u is a �smooth� representative of �ujb it follows
that ���u��represents ��b�ujb and hence ��b�ujb � �f jb if and only if � ���u�jb � �f jb� i�e� if
and only if � ��u��jb � �f jb� and by part a� this holds if and only if ��u � f �

e� The claim about ���� follows from Theorem 	�� and the second claim is then
immediate�

f� In view of Theorem ��	� a smooth ��� q��form f is in H�� if �and only if�
����f � �� Hence the statement follows immediately from parts d� and e�� For

functions� it follows from the fact that � �f� h���� � � for all holomorphic h in �B if
�f� g�� � � for all holomorphic g in B �

g� This immediately follows from part c� and the solvability of �� in B � However�
we prefer a direct argument� Assume that f � F �� is invariant� If ���� �n��� �
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��� ��n��� then ���� � ���� and hence F ��� ��n��� � �F ��� �n���� If h � H� and
H � Ob then

�f� �h� �

Z
� �B

F ��� �n���H��� �n���d���� �n��� �

�

Z
� �B

F ��� ��n���H��� ��n���d���� ��n��� �

�

Z
� �B

F ��� �n����H��� ��n���d���� �n����

and integrating over j�j � � we get that �f� �h� � � as the holomorphic function
� � �H��� ��n��� vanishes at the origin�

�

We want to �nd formulas for the canonical operator K�f � In order to mo�
tivate the idea� let us for the moment assume the regularity for the orthogonal
decomposition �Theorem ��	�� $From part f� we have that K���

�f � �K�f���
However� already in x� we gave an argument that showed that the boundary val�
ues of the canonical operator K� were provided by the explicitly given operator
Kb
� � E�����B � � Eb��������B �� cf� ���	� �Kb

� preserves regularity for the same reason
as K do� see x��� Summing up� we must have

����� �K�f��jb � Kb
���

�f�

However� we want to establish ����� without assuming Theorem ��	� This can be
done with a limit procedure but we will supply a more direct approach�

It is easily veri�ed by inspection of the explicit formula that Kb
���

�f is rotation

invariant in the last variable since �f is� In virtue of Proposition ��� we can then
take ����� as the de�nition of an operator K� � E����B � � E������B � in B and we
are going to show that it actually coincides with the canonical one� and at the same
time we will conclude the regularity of the orthogonal decomposition�

$From formula ����� it is clear that k���� z� is �� �exact� and hence there is an

operator �preserving regularity for the same reason as above� Hb
��� � E��q��B � �

Eb��q���B � such that Kb
���� � Hb

���
�������� It has also the property that Hb

���� is
invariant if � is� and therefore we can de�ne the operator

H� � E��q�B � � E��q�B �

by the formula

�H�f��jb � Hb
���

�f

for � � ��

By part f� of Proposition ��� �for functions�� �P�u��� P����u� This can preferably
be veri�ed also by direct inspection of the kernels� We now claim that our operator
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K� satis�es the homotopy relation ������ In fact� by the de�nition of K�f � �����
and Proposition ��� we have

���K�f��jb � ��b�K�f��jb � ��bK
b
���

�f � �f jb � �P��� �f�jb �Kb
����

�� �f� �

� �f jb � �P�f��jb �Kb
�����

��f��� � �f jb � �P�f��jb � �Kb
��

��f���jb�

By de�nition this means ������
Since Kb

���� � Hb
���

������� it follows from Proposition ��� that K� � H�
�����

It will be established in x� that H� is self�adjoint� by computing its kernel� Thus
��K� � ��H�

���� is self�adjoint and therefore f � ��K�f � K�
��f is the orthogonal

decomposition of a smooth form f � and in particular this decomposition is smooth
�the case with functions f is already dealt with�� Moreover� since K� � H�

����
vanishes on H�� � it follows that K� is the canonical homotopy operator�

We have thus proved

Theorem ���� The operator K� � E����B � � E������B �� de�ned by �	���� is the
canonical homotopy operator with respect to � � ��� Moreover� K� � H�

���� and
H� � E��� � E��� is self�adjoint� In particular� K�

� � ��H� maps E��� into E�����
and hence E� � K�

�K� �K�K
�
� also maps E��� into E��� �

Proof of Theorem ���� The desired smooth decomposition is thus provided by f �
P�f � ��E�f � �� ���� ���f � ����

�� ���f� cf� x �� �

In the arguments above it is tacitly understood that � � �� However� Proposi�
tion ��� as well as the succeeding discussion works just as well for � � � if � � ����
is interpreted as the norm � � �b over ��B � By repeated use of Proposition ��� one
can therefore express K� for integers � in terms of the operator K on the boundary
of the ball in C n�� � However� for completeness� we formulate a result about such
a multi�dimensional step ending at the boundary of a higher dimensional ball�

Let therefore m be an integer and let �B denote the ball in C n�m � where �z� w� are

coordinates� We say that a tangential form on ��B is invariant if ��f � f for each
unitary mapping � in the w variable� If f is any form in B we let �f�z� w� � f�z��

Finally � � �b denotes the inner product for tangential forms on ��B �

Proposition ��� 	Going up several dimensions
�

a� For any forms g� f in B � f � g if and only if �f jb � �gjb on �B �

b� For any forms g� f in B �

���	� �f� g�m � � �f� �g�b�

c� If f � E�B ���q � then �f jb is a smooth invariant form on ��B � Conversely� for

any smooth invariant ��� q��form � on ��B there is a unique form f � E��q�B � such

that �f jb � �� In particular� � � � if q � n�

d� For any f � E��q�B �� ���f��� �� �f and ��u � f if and only if ��b�ujb � �f jb�
e� For any f � E��q�B �� �����f��� �����m

�f and � ��mf��jb � ��b
�f jb�
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f� If � is invariant and � � ����� is its orthogonal decomposition in Hb
��q�Hb��

��q

then �j are also invariant� If � is invariant and ��b�closed� then the minimal solution
to ��bu � � is also invariant�

Proof� Parts a�� d� and e� follow exactly as the corresponding statements in Propo�
sition ����

b� Repeated use of Proposition ��� b� yields that �f� g�m�
 � � �f� �g�
� Then let
�� ��

c� Let " denote a representing ��� q��form over ��B � For each �xed z� " is a form

in d �wj over the sphere jwj � p
�� jzj� which is rotation invariant� By the lemma

below therefore

" �
X

wjd �wj � a�z� w� � b�z� w��

where a and b have degrees at most ���m� �� in d �wj � Taking this for granted� we
can replace

P
wjd �wj by �P zjd�zj � and therefore we obtain a representative for �

which is at most of degree m� � in d �wj � Iterating we �nally obtain a representing
form with no occurrences of d �wj � and thus we have obtained our f � The smoothness
of f follows from part c� of Proposition ��� applied m times�

Lemma ���� If g is a ��� q��form over �B which is rotation invariant� i�e� ��g � g
for all unitary mappings � � then either q � � or g � ��jwj� � h on �B for some
��� q � ���form h� In particular� it is zero considered as a tangential form�

Proof� We �rst prove that a complex tangential rotation invariant ��� q��form is
vanishes if q � �� First assume that g is a complex tangential ��� n � ���form�
Then g � G�� for some function G� Since ���� � det ���� it follows that G���w�� �
�det��G�w� for all � � which implies that G � � if n � �� If now g is a ��� q��
form� q � �� we take an arbitrary point on �B and choose q complex tangential
vectors� There is a �q � ���dimensional complex subspace H of C n through this
point containing these vectors� Since the restriction of g to �B � H is rotation
invariant it follows from above that its value on these vectors is zero� Hence g � �
as a tangential form� If g denotes a representative� thererfore ��jwj��g � �� This in
turn means that g � ��jwj� �h for some ��� q� ���form h� �In fact� TL�LT � jwj�
and therefore one can take h � Lg	jwj��� �

f� By c� there is an f such that �f jb � �� and if f � f� � f� is its orthogonal
decomposition with respect to � � �m� then it follows from b�� d� and e� that
�fj jb � �j and hence �j are invariant� However� this can easily be established
directly without reference to the somewhat harder statement c�� Take a form � on
the boundary that is invariant in the last variables and let �� be the orthogonal
projection onto the ��b�closed ones� Then ���� is ��b�closed for any unitary mapping
on the last � variables and since � is invariant� we have that k������k � k����k
since the measure on the boundary is invariant under � � Thus ���� � �� and
therefore �� is invariant� Obviously �� � ���� is also invariant� The last statement
of f� is shown along the same line� If � is invariant and ��bu � �� then also ��b�

�u � �
and kuk � k��uk� Hence if u is the minimal solution� then ��u � u by uniqueness�

�
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It follows from the preceding proposition that �Emf��jb � E �f � and this observa�
tion makes it possible to express the kernel of Em in terms of the kernel e��� z� for

E on �B � However� in this paper we restrict ourselves to computing formulas for the
operator K�� relying on formula ������

�� Explicit expressions for the canonical operators and comparison with
some known homotopy formulas�

The main result in this section is the following�

Theorem ���� Let � � �� The canonical operator Kq
� is given by Kq

�f �

�f� k���� z��� for a ��� q � ���form f � where

kq���� z� �

cn���q
�

��� �� � z�n���q��� � � �z�q����� jaj��nh
���� �� � z�P�����n

n�q�� �z � d� � ��� jzj��P���n
n�q��

�� � d�� � �d�z � d��q

� qP���n
n�q���z � d� � �d�z � d��q�� � ��jzj� � �� � d�

i
�

cn���q �

�n� �� q � ��


�n� ��


���
�n� q�


�n� �� q � ��
�

�� jaj� � �� ��� j�j����� jzj��
j�� �� � zj� �

and P���n
n�q�� and P

�����n
n�q�� are polynomials in jaj� of degree n���q� More precisely�

P���
m � P���

m ��� 	jaj��

where P���
m �x� are the Jacobi polynomials

����� P���
m �x� �

����m
	mm�

��� x����� � x���
dm

dxm
f��� x�m���� � x�m��g�

Moreover� kq���� z� � ��h
q
���� z� where hq� corresponds to the operator Hq

� de�ned
in x	� This operator is in fact self�adjoint�

Remarks� Since P�����n
n�q�� ��� � 
�n � � � q � ��	
���
�n � q�� k���� z� coincides

with kb���� z� as tangential forms when z is on the boundary� Notice that ��jaj� �
O�j��zj�� for ��� z� on compact subsets of B�B � Since P�����n

n�q�� ���� � P���n
n�q������

and �z �d�� �� �d� � O�j��zj� it follows that kq���� z� � O�j��zj��n��� as expected�
If n � � �and q � �� then � � jaj� � j� � zj�	j� � ��zj� and therefore the kernel
reduces to

k���� z� �
�

�

�zd�

��� ��z���� � z�
�
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which corresponds to the weighted Cauchy integral mentioned in the introduction�
If

� � j�� �� � zj� � ��� j�j����� jzj���
then

P�����n
n�q��

��� jaj��n �

n�q��X
k��

ck
jaj�k

��� jaj��q���k �

� j�� �� � zj��q���
n�q��X
k��

ck
��� j�j��k��� jzj��k

�q���k

and similarily for P��n
n�q��� and therefore we can write the kernel as

kq���� z� � Cn�q��
�

��� �� � z�n����q��	
n�q��X
k��

�ck��� �� � z��z � d� � c�k��� jzj���� � d�� ��� j�j��k��� jzj��k
�q���k

� �d�z � d��q

� q�z � d� � �d�z � d���q�� � ��jzj� � �� � d�
n�q��X
k��

c�k
��� j�j��k��� jzj��k

�q���k



�

where cn�q�� � c�n�q���

At the end of this section we compare this kernel to the kernels of some previously
known homotopy operators�

Proof� By formula ������ K�f�z� is obtained from the formula for Kb
���

�f�z� zn���

by replacing zn�� with
p
�� jzj� and all occurrences of d�zn�� with ��jzj�	p�� jzj��

It is enough to �nd the expression for the kernel for � � �� since the general case
then follows by analytic continuation� Let hh � ii�denote the corresponding inner

product in �B� If f � a and b are ��� ���forms in B then it is easily checked �cf� the
proof of Theorem ��� b�� that

���	� hhf� a� d �w � bii�� w

�� j�j�
��
f� ��j�j� � b

��
�

$From ����� we have that

kb�q������ w� z� zn��� �

� %�z � d� � �d�z � d��q � �
�zn�� � �d�z � d��q � q�d�z � d��q�� � d�zn��

� � dw�

where

% �

��� n� q � ��


�n� ��

��� j�j� � jwj�����
��� �� � z � �wzn�����n�q����� � � �z � w�zn���q��

�

Since

Kb�q
���f�z� zn��� �


�n� ��

�n��
��� ��

Z
�B

��� j�j� � jwj�����
DD

f� kb�q������ z� zn���
EE

�dm��� w��
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we get by ���	� that

Kq
�f�z� �


�n� ��

�n
���

Z
B

��� j�j�����
DD

f� kq���� z�
EE

dm����

where

kq���� z� � ��� j�j��������
Z
jwj�

p
��j�j�

%

�
�z � d� � �d�z � d��q�

� �

�� j�j�
�p

�� jzj��d�z � d��q � �z � d� � q�d�z � d��q�� �
��jzj�p
�� jzj�


�

� �j�j� � w

�
��� ��dm�w�

�
�

If we make the change of variables
p
�� j�j�� � w in this integral we get

kq���� z� �

��� n� q � ��


�n� ��

�

��� �� � z���n�q����� � � �z�q���
�z � �d�z � d��qm������n�q���q���

� �p
�� j�j�p�� jzj�

�
��� jzj���d�z � d��q � �z � d� � q�d�z � d��q���

��jzj�
�
� �j�j� �m�

������n�q���q��

�
�

where

m����j�k �
�� �

�

Z
j� j��

��� j� j�����dm���

��� a���j��� �a��k
�

m�
����j�k �

�� �

�

Z
j� j��

��� j� j������dm���

��� a���j��� �a��k

and

a �

p
�� j�j�

p
�� jzj�

�� �� � z �

An integration by parts in the expression for m� reveals that

m�
����j�k �

aj

�
m��j���k

and hence

�����

kq���� z� �


��� n� q � ��


�n� ��

	
m������n�q���q��

��� �� � z���n�q����� � � �z�q�� �zd� � �d�z � d��q�

� �� n� q � �

�

m������n�q�q��

��� �� � z���n�q��� � � �z�q���
��� jzj���d�z � d��q � �z � d� � q�d�z � d��q�� � ��jzj�� � �j�j�



�
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Observe that m��j�k � � when a � �� It is not hard to see that m�j�k only depends
on jaj�� More precisely� see �An	��

����� m�j�k � F �j� k� 
 � 	� jaj��

where F is the hypergeometric function�

F �m� b� c� z� �

�c� ���

�b� ����c� b� ���

Z �

�

tb����� t�c�b��
dt

��� tz�m
�

� � �
mb

c � �z �
m�m� ��b�b� ��

c�c� �� � � � 	 z� � � � � �

The hypergeometric functions that appear in the kernel are of the forms

F ��� n� q � �� q � �� �� jaj�� and F ��� n� q� q � �� �� �� jaj��

and therefore� if we apply the well�known formula �see for instance �GrRy���

F �m� b� c� z� � ��� z�c�m�bF �c�m� c� b� c� z��

the functions that appear are

F ��n� q � �� �� q � �� �� jaj��
��� jaj��n and

F ��n� q � �� �� q� �� �� jaj��
��� jaj��n �

If m is a non�positive integer then actually F �m� b� c� z� is polynomial in z of degree
�m� More precisely�

F ��m��� � � � �m��� �� jaj�� � 
��� ��
�m� ��


��� � �m�
P���
m ��� 	jaj���

where P���
m �x� are the Jacobi polynomials ������ Thus the hypergeometric functions

that appear in our expression for the kernel are in fact rational functions� If we
replace F by its rational expression in ����� and plug it into ����� we obtain the
stated formula for kq���� z��

The boundary values of the operator Hq
� de�ned in x� are given by the kernel

hb���� z� � cq���n
�d�z � d��q

��� �� � z�����n�q��� � � �z�q

if q � � and

hb��� ��� z� � c����n
log��� � � �z�

��� �� � z�����n �
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The operator Hq
�f�z� is obtained in the same manner from Hb�q

����z� zn��� and a
similar computation as for kq� yields that

hq���� z� � cn�q��

�
�d�z � d��q

��� �� � z���n�q����� � � �z�qm������n�q���q�

� c
q�d�z � d��q�� � ��jzj� � �j�j�
��� �� � z���n�q��� � � �z�q m������n�q�q



for q � � and

h���� z� �

cn����
��� �� � z���n��

Z
j� j��

��� j� j������ log��� � � �z� � log��� �a��
�
dm���

��� a�����n��
�

for some real constants cn�q�� and c and therefore these kernels satisfy hq��z� �� �

����qhq���� z� and hence they correspond to self�adjoint operators� This completes
the proof of Theorem ���� �

Remark� For q � �� hq� can be expressed in terms of Jacobi polynomials in the
same way as kq�� In the expression above for the function h��� the �rst term is
independent of a �because of rotation invariance� and hence equals log�� � � � �z��
The function

�� �

�

Z
j� j��

��� j� j����� log��� �a��dm���

��� a�����n��

is equal to "�jaj�� where "��� � � and �by a simple computation�

"��jaj�� � �� n

�

Z
j� j��

��� j� j�����dm���

��� ��a���n��� ��a�
�

The last term is a rational function in jaj� as before and " will involve a logarithm�

An alternative way to compute kq� is to �rst compute hq� and then use that
kq� � ��h

q
�� In that computation it is worth to notice that

�m��j�k �
jk

�
m����j���k���jaj��

�
We will now compare our homotopy operator with some other previously known

ones� One method to construct weighted homotopy operators is described in Ex�
ample � in �BeAn�� Let

����� S � ��� �� � z��z � ��� jzj����

or

����� S � ���� �z � ���� � ��� j�j���z�
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With either choice we have

S � �z � �� � j�� � � zj� � ��� j�j����� jzj�� � ��

Moreover� if s � S � d�� � z� and

B�f�z� �

Z
B

n��X
k��

cn���k

��� j�j�����ik��s � ���s�k �
�
��� j�j���n�k�� � 
 � �n�k��

�
� f

��� � � z���n�k���S � �z � ���k��
�

�����

with

cn���k �
�

�	��n

��� n� k � ��


���
�

we have that
��B� � B�

�� � I � P�

where P� is the Euclidean orthogonal projection with respect to �� In particular�
with either choice of S� B�f is the minimal solution to ��u � f in L�

� whenever f
is a ��� ���closed form� By the choice ����� of S one obtains the kernel �rst found
by Charpentier in �Ch�� It di�ers from our canonical one since they even do not
coincide when z � �B �

Now let us consider the choice ������ The kernel in ����� is homogeneous in S
and therefore if z is on the boundary� then S is equivalent to �z� Therefore� if f
is a ��� q � ���form only the term for k � q occurs in ����� when z � �B � and
thus� cf ���	�� the boundary values of B�f is the boundary values of the canonical
operator� However we claim that they do not coincide in the interior� For simplicity
we restrict to the case q � �� We will compare the behaviour of the kernels B���� z�
and

K� � c�k
�
� � ��� j�j��������� j�j���n�� � 
 � �n���

when j�j � �� If we take ��� j�j��������K���� z� and let j�j � � we get

����� c
i�z � d� � 
 � �n��

��� �� � z���n����� � � �z� �

Since q � �� only di�erentials of � occur in s and ��s and so

s � ��� �� � z��z � d� � ��� jzj���� � d� and i��s � i�z � d� � z � d�� � ��� jzj����
If we further note that S��z��� � j�����zj� and let j�j � � in ���j�j��������B���� z�
we get

�����
n��X
k��

cn���k
i�z � d� � ��� jzj��k
 � �n��

��� �� � z���n�k��j�� � � zj��k��� �

Since we already know that they coincide when jzj � �� the constant c in �����
must equal cn����� However� then it is obvious that ����� and ����� are not equal
for jzj � ��
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�� The ��� operator�
In this section we brie�y discuss the operator ��� � ����

�� � �� ���� and relate it to
the Euclidean and Bergman boxes ��E � ���� ��� and ��B � ����

��� �� ����� It is worth
to emphasize again that the Euclidean metric used here� i� ��j�j�� di�ers from the
usual one with a factor �		�

By direct application of Theorem 	�� and the formula ���� � ��� j�j����� L �L��
�cf� the proof of Theorem 	��� we get that

��� � ��E � L �L� �� � ��L �L� � ��� n� q��L�� � ��L�� L��

on ��� q��forms and

��B � ��� j�j�� ���E � L �L� �� � ��L �L��� T ��� L �L���

Modulo the factor � � j�j� hence ��B and ��� have the same principal part� In
particular� on functions we have

��� � ��E � L �L� �� � ��� n� q�L�� and ��B � ��� j�j�� ���E � L �L� ��� �
As for any K�ahler metric� the Euclidean ��E is equal to one half of the Euclidean
Laplace & and ��B is one half of the invariant �Bergman� Laplacian &B� Thus the
homogenous formal solutions to ��E and ��B are the harmonic and the Bergman
harmonic functions respectively� Anyway� the true solutions are holomorphic func�
tions� in virtue of the extra boundary condition imposed on the domain of these
operators� For the operator ��� we know that all homogenous solutions that are
smooth up to the boundary are holomorphic functions� In this case this depends
on the extra �rst order term ��� n� q�L���

� Homotopy formulas for � ���
In �An ��	� were found operators M� acting on d�closed ������forms such that

M�� ��u � u� '�u�

where '� is the orthogonal projection in L�
� onto the pluriharmonic functions�

Explicitly�

����� '� � P� � �P� �'�
��

where� as before� P� is the holomorphic projection and '�
� � P� �P� is the �orthog�

onal� projection onto the constants� In particular� M�� provides the L�
� minimal

solution to � ��u � � if d� � �� Sharp estimates of the kernels were given�

By abstract nonsense it follows that there is an operator R�� acting on ��forms
such that

� ��M�� � � � R�d��
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for any �reasonable� ��� ���form �� We will now construct �semi�explicit� operators
M� and R� with these properties and moreover we will extend to the case of �q� q��
forms� It should be emphasized that the operatorM� constructed below� and acting
on ��� ���forms �probably� is not the same as the operator in �An ��	�� but it anyway
gives the minimal solutions� and admits the same estimates�

So far� the operator K� is just de�ned on ��� q��forms� We �rst extend the
de�nition to an operator

K� � Ep�� � Ep����
by the formula

K��aIJ ���d��
J � d�I��z� � K��aIJ ���d��

J� � dzI �

Also the operator P� is extended in the same way� By the apparent formula �K�f �

K�
�f we also get an operator �K� � E��q � E����q� It is clear that the formula

��K� �K�
�� � I � P� still holds� The main observation now is

Proposition ��� Let K� be the canonical operator with respect to �� and P� the
corresponding orthogonal holomorphic projection� Then

�K� � �K����� and �P� � P�����

Proof� By the de�nition and Corollary 	�� we have

�K��a���d��
J � d�I� � �K��a���d��

J� � dzI �

�
X

����jJj�� �

�zk
K��ad��

J� � dzk � dzI �

�
X

����jJj��K���

� �a
��k

d��J
� � dzk � dzI �

� K���

�X
����jJj�� �a

��k
d��J � d�k � d�I

�
� �K��a��� � d��J � d�I��

The statement about P� now follows�

�P�u � ��u�K�
��u� � �u�K���

���u � P����u�

�

For �q� q��forms we de�ne

M� �
i

	
� �K�K��� �K�

�K����

and

D� �
�

	
�� �K�

��K� � ��K�� �K��

if q � �� For q � � we let D� � P� �P�� Finally�

'� � ��K� � ��K� �D��

Certainly all these operators map real forms onto real ones� Moreover we have
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Theorem ��� a� The operator D� � Eq�q � Eq�q is a projection onto the d�closed
forms�

b� The operator '� � Eq�q � Eq�q is a projection onto the � ���closed forms�

c� The operator M� is a homotopy operator for i� �� in the following sense�

���	� M��i� ��u� � u�'�u

and

����� i� ��M�� � D���� � � �R���d��

where

R���d � �K���� �K���
�� � �

	

�
�K����K���

�� �K���
�� �K����

�
�

In particular� M�� is a solution to i� ��u � � if d� � �� Actually any operator
�K�K� solves the � ���equation� This is obvious from Proposition ���� since if d� � �
then K�� is a ��closed solution to ��f � � and thus �K�f solves �u � f which means
that � ��u � ��

Recall that ��K� is a projection of �q� q��forms onto the ���closed ones� and anal�
ogously for its conjugate� and therefore b� says that the projection ' of �q� q��forms
onto Ker � �� is the sum of one projections onto Ker �� and one onto Ker � minus one
projection onto Ker d� When q � � this is just the formula ����� above�

Proof� It is enough to prove part c� since a� and b� are immediate consequences of
���	� and ������ To see ���	�� note that by Proposition ����

� � �� �K�K��� � � �K���
��K��� � �I � �K������I �K���

��� �

� I � �K���� �K���
�� � �K����K���

��

if q � 	� From this� ���	� follows� The case q � � is completely analogous� just
replace the projections ��K� by P� and � �K� by �P�� To see ������ again by Propo�
sition ��� we have

�K�K���� �� � � �K��K�
�� � �I � � �K���I � ��K�� �

� I � �
� �K� � ��K� � � �K�

��K�

�
�

from which ����� follows� �

Instead of trying to give a complete description of all the operators involved�
we concentrate on M�� It is possible to give a semi�explicit expression as some
real�analytic function of the quantities �� j�j�� �� �� � z and some simple forms by
going up and down in the dimensions� cf� Section � in �AnCa�� but we restrict our
ambition to indicate that it admits some expected L��estimates�

For ��� q��forms let kfk denote the pointwise norm

kfk �
p
�� j�j�jf j� j��j�j� � f j�
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and for �p� q��forms we set

jjj�jjj � ��� j�j��j�j�
p
�� j�j������j�j� � �

��� ���j�j� � �
���� j�j�j� � ��j�j� � �j�

A straight forward estimation of expressions of Kf � K�f yields that it admits
the following classical estimates of Henkin and Skoda�

�����

Z
B

��� j�j�����kKfk 	 C

Z
B

��� j�j�������kfk�

for any � � � and

�����

Z
�B

kKfk 	 C

Z
B

��� j�j������kfk�

if � is su#ciently large �depending on ��� This means that� roughly speaking� mea�
sured in our norms K regularizes one half unit� In fact� ����� follows immediately
from ������ at least for integer values of � by going up in the dimension� and �����
is immediate from standard estimates�

For the operators M� we have the following expected result�

Proposition ��� For �q� q��forms � and any � � � we have the estimates

�����

Z
B

��� j�j�����jjjM�jjj 	 C

Z
B

��� j�j���jjj�jjj�

and

�����

Z
�B

jjjM�jjj 	 C

Z
B

jjj�jjj�

if M � M� and � is large enough �depending on ���

For q � � this gives the Henkin�Skoda estimate of solutions to the � ���equation�
and therefore the statement may be thought of as a generalized version� It can
certainly be proved by the usual method as well� but our purpose is to show that
actually our operator M works�

Proof� Extend the norm kfk on ��� q��forms f to �p� q��forms in the naive way� by
setting kfIdzIk � kfIk� Then one can readily verify that

����� jjj�jjj �
p

�� j�j�k�k� k�j�j� � �k�

This follows from the observation that

k�k �
p
�� j�j�j�j� j��j�j� � �j�

Notice that the kernel for the commutator

f � Lf � �jzj� �Kf �K��j�j� � f�
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is O�j��zj� times the kernel for K� Therefore� L will regularize one half unit better
than K� and hence by ����� we have

�����

Z
B

���j�j�����k�j�j��Kfk �
Z
B

���j�j�������k�j�j��fk�
Z
B

���j�j���kfk�

Keep in mind that the norm k k is non�isotropic just in the barred part of f here�
If we now apply ����� and ����� to f � �K�� we getZ

B

��� j�j�����jjjK �K�jjj �
Z
B

��� j�j������p�� j�j�kK �K�k� k�j�j� �K �K�k� �Z
B

��� j�j��������p�� j�j�k �K�k� k� � �K�k�
p
�� j�j�k �K�k��

Written in simple norms the right hand side isZ
B

��� j�j����������� j�j��j �K�j�
p
�� j�j�����j�j� � �K�

���
�
p
�� j�j����j�j� � �K�

��� ���j�j� � ��j�j� � �K�
����

If we now let k k denote the non�isotropic norm of the unbarred part instead this
integral can be writtenZ

B

��� j�j��������p�� j�j�k �K�k� k��j�j � �K�k��
and then� using the conjugates of ����� and ������ we �nally get the estimateZ

B

��� j�j�����jjjK �K�jjj �
Z
B

��� j�j����p�� j�j�k�k� k��j�j� � �k��
which in view of ����� is the desired estimate ������ In the same way ����� is
obtained� �
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